
A NEW BIOLOGY-BASED MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
FOR RADIATION CELL SURVIVAL



INTRODUCTION
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Several Radiobiological experiments demonstrate that the main processes following the radia8on absorp8on are 
direct killing (exogenous process) and counterac8ng internal recovery (endogenous process). 

Linear-Quadra+c model

the cell survival level is 
determined by two exogenous 
radia8on killing phenomena

The cell death due to radia8on is predominantly due to two pathways, apoptosis, and mito8c catastrophe, 
leading to cellular necrosis. This phenomena are due to lesions to the DNA and the produc8on of free radicals

𝑆(𝐷) = 𝑒!"#$!%#$!



S(D) curves represent the frac8on N(D)/N(0) of the
cells surviving when exposed to a variable dose D
of radiant energy

CELLS SURVIVAL CURVES S(D)
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N(D) is the number of cell survived aFer a dose D 

N(0) is the ini8al number of cell



SINGLE TARGET- SINGLE HIT MODEL
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1902 The first S(D) curves observed was a straight line in a semi-logarithmic graph 

The hypothesis was: in every cell there is a single sensi8ve volume
and a single hit into this volume is sufficient to kill the cell



SINGLE TARGET- SINGLE HIT EQUATION
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𝑃 𝑘,𝑚 =
𝑚&

𝑘! 𝑒
!'

If we assume that the hits follow the Poisson sta8s8cs, 
with a mean value m, the probability that a cell receives just k hits is:

m is propor8onal to dose D (m=a.D), the probability P(0, D), that a single cell survives is:

a [Gy-1] is the slope of the line a = 1/Do
Do represents the dose required to 
reduce the ini8al cell number by (

)

this equa8on implies that the target cell is completely passive, 
NO ability to repair the received damage

𝑃 0, 𝐷 = 𝑆 𝐷 = 𝑒!*#$



MULTI-TARGET-SINGLE HIT MODEL
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the S(D) curves in no mono-exponential
exhibited an evident “shoulder” at the lowest doses. 

It is interpreted as the presence of more than one 
target inside the cell

𝑆 𝐷 = 1 − 1 − 𝑒!*#$ +

n represents the number of targets present in the cell. 
𝑒!*#$ represent the probability for the single target to survive 
1 − 𝑒!*#$ represent the probability that this target is 
inac8vated
1 − 𝑒!*#$ + is the probability for n (iden8cal) targets to be 

inac8vated
1 − 1 − 𝑒!*#$ + is the probability that n targets will survive
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TWO COMPONENTS SINGLE HIT MODEL
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S (D) curve can be the product of the survival of different killing processes: 

𝑆 𝐷 = 𝑒!,(# - / 1 − 1 − 𝑒!&.#$ +

• k1 is the slope of the single target-single hit components
• k2 the slope of a compound mul7-hit component
• n the average “hit number”

The “first-order” approxima7on of this

two-components single hit model give the equa7on:

single target-single hit model several mul+ target-single hit models



LINEAR QUADRATIC MODEL
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a single hit due to one particle track the superposi7on of 2 par7cle tracks

Theory of Dual Radia7on Ac7on

𝑺(𝑫) = 𝒆!α"D·𝒆!𝛃"𝐃𝟐

the lethal event, produced by a dose D, is caused by 



LINEAR QUADRATIC MODEL
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The theory assumptions are that critical damage is 
the double-strand break (DBS) of the helix of the 
DNA molecules:

• the first term (a.D) represents the directly lethal 
(unrepairable) damage

• the second term (b.D2) represents the damage 
produced by a couple of two sublethal SSB whose 
combination cannot be repaired

Chadwick and Lenouts

𝑆(𝐷) = 𝑒!"#$!%#$!



ADVANTAGES
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It is easily evaluated the parameters parameters a and b that best fit the experimental

The ra7o a/b [Gy-1] allow to classify 7ssues

the development of the concept of isoeffec7ve treatments

the development of the ipofraction tratment

early responding 
(when a component dominates) 

late responding 
(when the b component dominates) 



PROBLEMS
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Goodhead [1982] with the use of ultrasoU X-Rays 
and correlated ions, demonstrated that the probability 

that two-par7cle tracks overlap to produce 
a DBS from two overlapping SSB in RT 

is negligible up to hundreds of Gy.

In LQ the cell survival level is determined only by 
two exogenous radia7on killing phenomena. 

The main processes following the radia7on 
absorp7on are direct killing (exogenous process) 

and a counterac7ng internal recovery 
(endogenous process). 



HUG KELLER EQUATION
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𝑆 𝐷 = 𝑒01/2 % 𝑒3/ 405!"#$

a, b, c all posi7ve and the constrain b·c ≤ a

a  [Gy-1]  represents the direct killing
c [Gy-1]  the “rate” of the disappearing 

of the recovery process
b [unitless] the amplitude of the same process. 

two different cell-damaging mechanisms must 
be considered as the basis of the S(D) curves:  

1. irreversible leading to exponen7al cell death 

2.   expressing the recovery of the cells. 

Dose (Gy)
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THE TAYLOR EXPANSION FOR 𝐷 → 0
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S(D) = 𝑒0(103/6)/20
3/6%
7 /2% 8⋯

the quan7ty b/a is a mixing of the different basic mechanisms of the survival curves

a = (a-b.c) mul7plying the linear term doesn’t represent only the killing term, but includes a 
counterac7ng contribu7on (b.c),  belonging to the recovery process.

This product reduces the original steepness of the curve

b =  (b.c2/2) is a mixing of amplitude and rate of the disappearing of the recovery

𝑆(𝐷) = 𝑒0:/20;/2%



THE NEWLY PROPOSED MODEL
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𝑆 𝐷 = 𝑒01/2 % 𝑒3/ 405
&!'"#$

a [Gy-1] parameter is the direct cell killing            is dominant when the doses is high (asympto7c term)

b [unitless] represents the maximum 
amplitude of the recovery process 

c [Gy-1] represents the rate at which the 
maximum is reached

The second term represent the counterac7ng effect of the 
internal recovery (parameters b and c) and reaches the 
satura7on at high doses (recovery term). 

a, b, c all posi7ve and the constrain b·c ≤ a

Considering c/D as the linear term of the series-defining the exponential function 1+ c/D + c#D
!
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RECOVERY TREND COMPARISON
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It is compared the shape of the cell 
recovery trend from HK and HKB 
obtained by assuming b=1 and c=1 and 
b=0.5 and c=0.5. 

Also the first deriva7ves of the func7ons 
are reported.



HK-HKB COMPARISON
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RADIBIOLOGICAL MODELS
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PYTHON CODE
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The code allows to analyze any set of experimental survival cell curves
through the different radiobiological mathema7cal models, without
any dis7nc7on and for every radiobiological mathema7cal models. 

The code through the scipy.op7mize library and the minimize rou7ne 
defines the parameters (pfit) that best fit the considered 

radiobiological model. It also permits to determine the sta7s7cal
values such as Chi2 and Chi2 reduced, R2, Akaike and Akaike reduced. 

Thanks this code you can compare all the sta7s7c results obtained by 
the models and you can also graph the different models curve in 

order to get an objec7ve evalua7on of the most faithful
radiobiological model



STATISTICAL COMPARISONS: TABLE 1
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STATISTICAL COMPARISONS: TABLE 2
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STATISTICAL COMPARISONS
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GRAPHIC COMPARISON
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